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1. INTRODUCTION {#pep224067-sec-0001}
===============

Vaccines are an indispensable tool in the fight against disease and have had a significant impact on public health over several decades.[1](#pep224067-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Traditionally, vaccines have relied on the use of live‐attenuated or inactivated forms of the pathogen to induce a protective immune response. However, in some cases, such as malaria, the pathogen is difficult to culture in vitro at large scale. Moreover, the use of whole organisms as vaccines introduces a high antigenic load when often only a small subset of antigens is driving protection.[2](#pep224067-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} There is also the possibility of adverse allergenic reactions to certain antigens in these preparations. These obstacles have led to an increased interest in subunit vaccines, in which single, or a select few, proteins are used in a vaccine formulation to induce protective immunity.[3](#pep224067-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

The use of peptides as vaccines takes this rationale further, as even a single protein antigen may have many epitopes, not all of which contribute to protective immunity. Peptide vaccines offer a means to formulate vaccines containing only epitopes that are capable of inducing a positive and efficient immune response.[2](#pep224067-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#pep224067-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} The ease of peptide synthesis makes large scale production feasible whilst also offering a cleaner vaccine preparation lacking biological contaminations commonly associated with recombinant expression or whole organism vaccines. The specificity of peptides also allows for improved customisability, facilitating, for example, a multiepitope approach to target different strains or stages in the life cycle of the pathogen.

For these reasons, there has been long‐standing interest in this area of vaccine design, with over 500 peptide vaccines reaching clinical trials, targeting a wide range of indications (Table [1](#pep224067-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Seven of these vaccines have reached Phase III trial (Table [2](#pep224067-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Much of this recent interest has focussed on T‐cell epitopes, with all of the vaccines to reach Phase III being T‐cell based. For many diseases, however, B‐cell responses also play an important role in immune protection, but peptide‐based vaccines based on B‐cell epitopes have proved more challenging for a number of reasons. Owing to the small size of peptides, they are generally poorly immunogenic. In addition, T‐cell epitopes required for the establishment of a robust immune response may also be absent in smaller peptides. To address these issues, carrier proteins or adjuvants are typically included in the vaccine formulation. Peptides are also prone to enzymatic degradation; to combat this, the epitopes can be modified by conformational stabilization or cyclisation, or peptide mimetics that are resistant to proteolysis can be used.[5](#pep224067-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Finally, and perhaps most importantly, peptide‐based approaches are limited because the antibody response to many protein antigens is dominated by conformational epitopes, which are difficult or impossible to capture effectively in a peptide‐based design.

###### 

Peptide vaccines in clinical trials

                              Number of active or completed clinical trials[a](#pep224067-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   Conditions being treated with peptide vaccines
  --------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Phase III                   7                                                                                       Cancer immunotherapies, Multiple sclerosis, Type 1 diabetes
  Phase II                    203                                                                                     Cancer immunotherapies, Myelodysplastic syndrome, HIV, HBV, HCV, Cytomegalovirus, Myasthenia gravis, Influenza, Malaria (*falciparum*)
  Phase I and Early Phase 1   307                                                                                     Cancer immunotherapies, HIV, HPV, HBV, HCV, Age‐related macular degeneration, Respiratory syncytial virus, Malaria (*vivax*), Malaria (*falciparum*), Hand foot and mouth disease, Influenza, Multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer\'s disease, Listeria, Cat allergy, Ragweed allergy, House dust mite allergy, Grass allergy

Clinical studies were found using "peptide vaccine" as a search term on ClinicalTrials.gov, withdrawn studies were excluded.

###### 

Phase III clinical trials currently active or completed

  Candidate                            Construct                                                          Condition                Clinical Trials Identifier
  ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------------
  MDX‐1379                             Two peptides from gp100 melanocyte protein                         Metastatic melanoma      NCT00094653
  PR1 leukaemia peptide vaccine        Derived from proteinase 3 and neutrophil elastase                  Acute myeloid leukemia   NCT00454168
  Telomerase peptide vaccine GV1001    Derived from reverse transcriptase subunit of telomerase (hTERT)   Pancreatic cancer        NCT00425360
  NeuVax                               Derived from human leukocyte antigen HER2                          Breast cancer            NCT01479244
  NeuroVax                             Two peptides from T‐cell receptor                                  Multiple sclerosis       NCT02057159
  MAGE‐A3 and NY‐ESO‐1 Immunotherapy   Peptides from MAGE‐A3 and NY‐ESO‐1 proteins                        Multiple myeloma         NCT00090493
  Diapep277                            T‐cell epitope of heat shock protein 60                            Type 1 diabetes          NCT01281072

In this review, we argue that intrinsically disordered protein antigens, which lack an ordered three‐dimensional structure, represent excellent starting points for the development of peptide vaccines. Our argument is structured as follows: first, we establish that disordered proteins represent an important class of antigen in a wide range of human pathogens. Second, we describe the unique features of these antigens and their interactions with antibodies, highlighting those properties that render them particularly suited to the development of peptide vaccines. In particular, we note that disordered epitopes appear invariably to be linear epitopes, so the challenge of capturing conformational epitopes in a peptide vaccine may not apply. We then outline some of the opportunities and challenges presented by the peptide‐based approach to vaccine development, as exemplified by efforts to develop a vaccine based on the disordered malaria antigen MSP2. Finally, we speculate on future developments, within peptide science and beyond, that will more fully enable the promise of this approach to be realized.

2. DISORDERED PROTEINS ARE IMPORTANT ANTIGENS {#pep224067-sec-0002}
=============================================

2.1. Disordered proteins are abundant in a range of pathogens {#pep224067-sec-0003}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Intrinsically disordered proteins are found throughout biology,[6](#pep224067-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and are particularly enriched in the context of molecular signaling and regulatory functions.[7](#pep224067-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Consistent with this regulatory role, the extent of disorder within the proteome of individual species tends to increase with the environmental complexity of the organisms life‐cycle.[8](#pep224067-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Thus, organisms that live in diverse or highly variable environments tend to have highly disordered proteomes, reflecting the need for sophisticated regulatory mechanisms to survive such environmental diversity. As a result, disordered proteins are particularly abundant in a range of pathogenic organisms, and in some viruses,[9](#pep224067-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#pep224067-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#pep224067-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#pep224067-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#pep224067-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} which must survive diverse and often hostile host environments. In these contexts, disordered proteins play important roles in host‐pathogen interactions,[11](#pep224067-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and accordingly, disordered proteins are often exposed to the host immune system.[12](#pep224067-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Even amongst bacteria, which have significantly more ordered proteomes than eukaryotic species, many proteins involved in pathogenic effector mechanisms appear to be disordered.[11](#pep224067-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

It is often assumed that disordered antigens impede the development of an effective immune response, and hence that their abundance represents an adaptive mechanism enabling the pathogen to evade the immune response.[14](#pep224067-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#pep224067-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#pep224067-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#pep224067-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#pep224067-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Mechanisms proposed to account for this immune evasion are diverse and contested, and we critically assess several of these mechanisms in section [3](#pep224067-sec-0005){ref-type="sec"} below. Despite the fact that these hypotheses have received limited direct experimental support, the underlying assumption that repetitive or disordered antigens will fail to elicit an effective antibody response continues to enjoy significant currency.[19](#pep224067-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#pep224067-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#pep224067-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} However, recent sequencing of the genomes of several species of parasite has demonstrated that low‐complexity and disordered sequences are unusually abundant in a wide range of genes, including many that do not appear to be antigenically important.[22](#pep224067-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that the presence of such sequences in these parasites is not primarily a strategy to evade the host immune response. This has prompted significant debate surrounding the mechanisms responsible for generating and maintaining this abundance of low‐complexity sequence.[23](#pep224067-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#pep224067-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#pep224067-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} In fact, it seems likely that distinct classes of low‐complexity sequences exist within parasite genomes, suggesting a diversity of contributory mechanisms.[25](#pep224067-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

2.2. Disordered antigens are important targets in vaccine development {#pep224067-sec-0004}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As noted above, the abundance of disordered and low‐complexity sequences in the Plasmodium species that are responsible for malaria and in related parasites was first identified through analysis of antigenically important proteins. It is not surprising, then, that a substantial fraction of malaria vaccine candidates contain regions of disorder, and that these regions are often important targets of antibodies. The most prominent example is the circumsporozoite protein (CSP), the dominant antigen on the surface of the sporozoite, the parasite form that is injected into the host by the mosquito and which must replicate within host hepatocytes prior to the establishment of the symptomatic blood‐stage infection.[26](#pep224067-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} CSP has been extensively studied as an antigen for inclusion in a malaria vaccine, and the recently‐approved vaccine RTS,S includes the C‐terminal half of CSP, fused to the hepatitis B S‐antigen and assembled as a virus‐like particle.[27](#pep224067-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The RTS,S antigen includes the thrombospondin repeat domain at the C‐terminus of CSP, although it is not clear that this domain is correctly folded in the vaccine formulation.[28](#pep224067-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The rest of CSP is predicted to be disordered, and these predictions have been confirmed experimentally for the tetra‐peptide repeats of CSP that appear to be immunodominant and are targets of protective antibodies induced by RTS,S.[29](#pep224067-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#pep224067-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#pep224067-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#pep224067-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

A second important malaria vaccine candidate that is entirely disordered is merozoite surface protein 2 (MSP2). Antibodies targeting MSP2 arise in the course of malaria infection, and the presence of these antibodies correlates with protection from subsequent infection.[33](#pep224067-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#pep224067-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#pep224067-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} MSP2 also induces robust antibody responses when used as a vaccine, and these responses were shown to mediate protection in a Phase IIb trial in Papua New Guinea.[36](#pep224067-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#pep224067-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The conformational and antigenic properties of MSP2 have been the subject of extensive study,[38](#pep224067-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#pep224067-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#pep224067-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#pep224067-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} providing important insights into the interplay between antigenicity and disorder, to which we will return in section 4 below.

Many additional antigens of significant interest as vaccine candidates against malaria and other diseases are known or predicted to be disordered, and we highlight a number of examples in Table [3](#pep224067-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}. It is apparent, however, that in many cases the disordered nature of these antigens is not widely appreciated, raising the possibility that many important antigens are yet to be recognized as disordered.

###### 

Selected disordered antigens under development as vaccines

  Disordered antigen                   Pathogen                               Vaccine type              Stage of development   Refs
  ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Neisserial heparin binding antigen   *Neisseria meningitidis* Serogroup B   Subunit combination       Licenced (Bexsero)     85,86
  CSP                                  *Plasmodium falciparum*                Virus‐like particle       Phase IV (RTS,S)       29,87
  MSP2                                 *Plasmodium falciparum*                Subunit combination       Phase IIb              [36](#pep224067-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#pep224067-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}
  KMP‐11                               *Leishmania amazonensis*               Subunit combination       Phase I                88
  P27A                                 *Plasmodium falciparum*                Peptide                   Phase I                83
  preS Antigen                         Hepatitis B                            Virus‐like particle       Preclinical            89
  HSP90                                *Candida albicans*                     Peptide                   Preclinical            90
  SAPA                                 *Trypanosoma cruzi*                    Peptide/fusion‐protein    Preclinical            91
  Nucleocapsid protein                 *SARS coronavirus Urbani*              Protein                   Preclinical            92
  Protease precursor                   *Porphyromonas gingivalis*             Peptide                   Preclinical            93
  Protective recombinant antigen       *Taenia crassiceps*                    Peptide/protein           Preclinical            94,95
  Glycoprotein G                       Herpes simplex virus                   Peptide                   Preclinical            96
  Glycoprotein D                       Herpes simplex virus                   Peptide/Fusion protein    Preclinical            97,98
  Phosphoprotein 150                   Cytomegalovirus                        Peptide                   Preclinical            99
  VP1                                  Human parvovirus B19                   Virus‐like particle       Preclinical            100,101
  Glycoprotein G                       RSV                                    Virus‐like particle       Preclinical            102,103
  Protein P                            RSV                                    Peptide                   Preclinical            104,105
  Gag region encoded protein           Human T‐lymphotropic Virus Type‐1      Protein subunit/peptide   Preclinical            106,107

3. ANTIBODY INTERACTIONS OF DISORDERED ANTIGENS {#pep224067-sec-0005}
===============================================

3.1. Disordered antigens are targets of antibody recognition {#pep224067-sec-0006}
------------------------------------------------------------

The preceding discussion has established that disordered proteins are important antigens in a broad range of immunological contexts. It would be natural to suppose, then, that antibodies are able to effectively recognize disordered antigens. On the other hand, we have also alluded to a number of arguments which suggest that the antibody response to disordered antigens will be dysfunctional or even absent.[14](#pep224067-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#pep224067-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#pep224067-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#pep224067-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#pep224067-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#pep224067-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} To address this apparent contradiction, we recently assembled a large dataset[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} of well‐characterized protein antigens from the Immune Epitope Database (IEDB).[44](#pep224067-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Epitopes arising from protein regions predicted to be disordered are well represented in this dataset. In fact, we found a positive correlation between predicted disorder and the likelihood that any putative epitope will test positive in an antibody binding assay reported in the IEDB, establishing that disorder is no impediment to effective antibody recognition (Figure [1](#pep224067-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). Others have recently made the same observation, and extended it to show that predictors of protein disorder out‐perform dedicated sequence‐based predictors for the identification of B‐cell epitopes.[45](#pep224067-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} This may reflect the fact that residues that score highly in disorder predictors are more likely to be solvent‐exposed,[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} as solvent exposure is both a prerequisite for, and established predictor of, antigenicity.[46](#pep224067-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

![Disordered antigens are *bona fide* targets of antibody recognition. A, Epitopes within disordered protein regions are more likely to be targets of positive antibody binding assays. B, Antibodies to disordered epitopes (purple) and ordered epitopes (green) are subject to similar levels of somatic hypermutation. C, Disorder accounts for only a small fraction of the variability in antibody affinity. D, Disordered epitopes (purple) are exclusively short linear epitopes, while ordered epitopes (green) are predominantly conformational epitopes spanning many residues in the primary sequence. Modified with permission from Ref. [43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}](PEP2-110-e24067-g001){#pep224067-fig-0001}

3.2. Affinity maturation of antibodies to disordered antigens {#pep224067-sec-0007}
-------------------------------------------------------------

It has been argued that disordered antigens may impede the development of an effective immune response by interfering with the process by which B‐cells mature and differentiate into memory or antibody producing cells.[14](#pep224067-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#pep224067-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#pep224067-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#pep224067-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} In the process of this maturation, antibodies undergo somatic hypermutation and selection for high‐affinity antigen binding. This affinity maturation is essential to the development of a high‐affinity and long‐lived antibody response. If the affinity maturation of antibodies to disordered antigens were significantly impeded, we would expect such antibodies to have fewer mutations with respect to germline antibody sequences than do antibodies to ordered antigens. In fact, when we compared the available antibody sequences to the corresponding germline sequences, we detected no difference in the number of V‐gene mutations between the two classes of antibodies (Figure [1](#pep224067-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B), implying that affinity maturation proceeds with equivalent efficacy for antibodies to ordered and disordered antigens.[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

Highly repetitive antigens are capable of eliciting B‐cell responses that are independent of the T‐cell help normally required for B‐cell maturation. Such responses are characterized by defective affinity maturation and a failure to establish a conventional memory response.[47](#pep224067-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} As such, this has been proposed as one reason that B‐cells to repetitive and disordered antigens may fail to mature.[15](#pep224067-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, the repetitive malaria antigen CSP can induce a B‐cell response in the absence of T‐cell help, but this response is much weaker and more transient than that in the presence of T‐cells. Thus, the normal response to this prototypical repetitive antigen is T‐cell dependent.[48](#pep224067-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}

Additional specific evidence for affinity maturation in antibodies targeting this epitope comes from recent studies of the antibody responses induced in clinical trials of the RTS,S vaccine,[49](#pep224067-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} and in the context of natural infection.[50](#pep224067-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} These studies have established the presence of extensive somatic hyper‐mutation in both infection‐ and vaccine‐derived antibody responses. Hyper‐mutation in the vaccine‐induced response was influenced strongly by the vaccination schedule and correlated with antibody avidity, confirming that affinity maturation is effective in this context. As such, it is clear that the presence of a transient T‐cell independent response to repetitive and disordered antigens such as CSP does not preclude the development of a classical T‐cell dependent response and accompanying affinity maturation.

3.3. Effect of disorder on the affinity of antigen--antibody interactions {#pep224067-sec-0008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

A further basis for the misconception that disordered proteins will be poorly recognized by antibodies arises from the fact that disordered epitopes, by definition, fail to adopt a single well‐defined conformation in the context of the native protein that might be recognized by an antibody. It is clear, however, that disordered proteins are capable of being recognized by protein binding partners, antibodies or otherwise. To achieve this, disordered proteins often undergo a process of coupled folding and binding in which the binding partner acts effectively as a template into which the disordered protein can fold into a relatively well‐defined bound conformation.[51](#pep224067-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Nonetheless, coupled folding and binding places both kinetic and thermodynamic constraints on the interaction.[52](#pep224067-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} In particular, the significant entropic cost of folding reduces the overall binding affinity of these interactions, unless this cost can be offset by other means.[53](#pep224067-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the interactions of disordered proteins are often of relatively low affinity, despite maintaining high specificity. These properties are ideally suited to mediators of signals that must be switched on or off rapidly, accounting for the enrichment of disorder in proteins involved in signal transduction and regulation.[7](#pep224067-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} These interactions are quite distinct, however, from typical antibody‐antigen interactions, which are selected for high affinity and slow dissociation.

These considerations raise the possibility that antibodies that recognize disordered antigens may do so with reduced affinity, reflecting the substantial entropic cost that must accompany the disordered antigen adopting a single antibody‐bound conformation.[54](#pep224067-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#pep224067-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#pep224067-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} In fact, using our dataset of ordered and disordered epitopes from the IEDB, we have shown that disorder accounts for very little of the wide variation observed in the affinities of antibodies for protein antigens.[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Specifically, we observed an approximately seven‐fold difference in median affinity between antibodies that recognize ordered epitopes and those that recognize disordered epitopes, a loss of affinity that is very much smaller than might be expected on the basis of the expected entropic cost of coupled folding and binding (Figure [1](#pep224067-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C).[54](#pep224067-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#pep224067-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}

To investigate the structural basis for the relatively high affinity with which antibodies recognize disordered antigens, we cross‐referenced our IEDB‐derived dataset of ordered and disordered antigens with the Protein Databank (PDB),[57](#pep224067-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} resulting in a set of 872 structures of antibody--protein complexes, of which 69 represent disordered epitopes.[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Comparison of these structures revealed that disordered epitopes involve substantially fewer residues than ordered epitopes, perhaps as a means to minimize the entropic cost of binding (Figure [1](#pep224067-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}D). Thus, disordered epitopes rarely span more than 12 residues of the antigen primary sequence, and the majority of these residues make direct interactions with antibody. These structural observations are consistent with epitope mapping experiments with a large number of antibodies against several disordered antigens,[38](#pep224067-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} which imply that disordered epitopes are overwhelmingly linear epitopes, and that antibody recognition is determined largely by the local antigen sequence. This stands in contrast to more conventional ordered antigens, in which a large fraction of the antibody response is typically directed to conformational epitopes.

A further implication of the reduction in size of disordered epitopes is that disordered epitopes are much more efficient than ordered epitopes in their interactions with antibody, in the sense that they achieve more binding free energy per unit of interaction surface area, or per epitope residue.[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Comparison of the structures of antibody‐bound ordered and disordered antigens reveals a number of features of the antibody‐antigen interaction that may contribute to this efficiency, including a more concave antigen binding site with better complementarity to the shape of the antigen, as well as a two‐fold increase in the number of inter‐molecular H‐bonds per epitope residue. These structural features imply that antibodies to disordered epitopes are better matched to the bound conformation of that epitope than are antibodies to ordered epitopes. It is likely that this reflects to some extent the ability of the disordered epitope to adapt to its binding site on the antibody. Indeed, this flexibility permits some disordered epitopes to adopt distinct conformations bound to different antibodies.[50](#pep224067-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#pep224067-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#pep224067-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} Nonetheless, this exquisite complementarity is also likely to require adaptation on the part of the antibody.[50](#pep224067-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} As such, it may also be seen as evidence to support the conclusion that affinity maturation of antibodies to disordered epitopes is at least as effective as is affinity maturation targeting ordered epitopes.

4. The IMPLICATIONS OF DISORDER FOR VACCINE DEVELOPMENT: EXAMPLES FROM THE MALARIA ANTIGEN MSP2 {#pep224067-sec-0009}
===============================================================================================

We now place the preceding general considerations on a more specific footing, by outlining their implications in the context of vaccine development efforts against the disordered malaria antigen MSP2.[39](#pep224067-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#pep224067-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} MSP2 is a highly abundant, C‐terminally glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)‐anchored blood‐stage surface antigen of the malaria parasite *P. falciparum* and a potential component of a malaria vaccine.[36](#pep224067-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#pep224067-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#pep224067-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#pep224067-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} MSP2 has conserved N‐ and C‐terminal regions, flanking a central region comprising polymorphic repetitive sequences and non‐repetitive sequences that are predominantly dimorphic (Figure [2](#pep224067-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). These dimorphic sequences within the central variable region differentiate MSP2 variants into two allelic families, 3D7 and FC27 MSP2.[64](#pep224067-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#pep224067-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} The Combination B vaccine, which included 3D7 MSP2 as one of three protein antigens, yielded evidence for protection in a clinical trial in Papua New Guinea, but this protection was strain‐specific, with vaccines not being protected from malarial strains expressing FC27‐family MSP2 sequences.[37](#pep224067-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Thus, a primary concern for vaccine development against MSP2, like many other malaria antigens, has been to address the polymorphism in the antigen.[66](#pep224067-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}

![Schematic of the primary structure of the two allelic families of MSP2. Regions of conserved (blue), repetitive (green), dimorphic (yellow), and polymorphic (pink) sequence are shown. The epitopes of a panel of monoclonal antibodies are also shown, with antibodies that strongly recognize the parasite antigen in blue text, and those that do so only weakly or not at all in red](PEP2-110-e24067-g002){#pep224067-fig-0002}

4.1. Disorder and antigenicity in MSP2 {#pep224067-sec-0010}
--------------------------------------

Although the studies described above have established that disorder is no impediment to the development of a robust antibody response, the interplay between disorder and antigenicity may be more complicated at the level of a single antigen. In our studies of MSP2, we have compared experimental measures of conformational disorder derived from NMR relaxation rates with observed patterns of antigenicity inferred from experimental immunizations of animals and humans.[40](#pep224067-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} The result of that study, in contrast to the bioinformatic analysis,[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#pep224067-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} was a negative correlation between antigenicity and disorder, with the most flexible regions of MSP2 being the least likely to be recognized by antibodies in MSP2‐immune sera, and with regions that show slight conformational restriction apparently dominating the antibody response in these immunizations. It is important to note that for MSP2 the experimental measures of disorder used in this study correlate poorly with the disorder prediction scores used in the bioinformatics analysis, reflecting the uniformly high levels of disorder across MSP2 (\>85% of MSP2 residues have IUPred scores \>0.8). Indeed, the most flexible regions of MSP2 are extremely disordered, being composed exclusively of the small amino acids Gly, Ser, and Ala. Thus, it may be that this extreme level of disorder and attendant low sequence complexity is sufficient to significantly impede the development of a strong antibody response, whereas the levels of disorder more typically encountered in disordered antigens are compatible with a robust response, as outlined above.

Importantly, these most flexible and dynamic regions in MSP2 are also the most polymorphic regions in the antigen, and this, together with their low sequence complexity, renders them unattractive targets for vaccine development. As such, the greater immunogenicity of other disordered but less flexible regions of the protein is likely to be advantageous in the context of vaccine development. Moreover, a key advantage afforded by peptide‐based approaches to vaccine development is the ability to omit ineffective regions such as these polymorphic regions entirely, ensuring that the response is focused on conserved epitopes that are more likely to elicit broadly protective responses. This is exemplified by the long synthetic peptides derived from the C‐terminal half of MSP2, which have been considered potential components of a malaria vaccine.[41](#pep224067-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#pep224067-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} These peptides include both conserved and dimorphic family‐specific sequences, but exclude the highly polymorphic regions of MSP2.

4.2. Lipid interactions modulate the conformation and antigenicity of MSP2 {#pep224067-sec-0011}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Beyond the specificity of the immediate epitope‐antibody interaction, the broader context in which the antibody encounters the antigen is likely to influence the way in which antibodies are able to recognize disordered antigens. Such effects are well‐known in the case of ordered antigens, and can arise when, for example, molecular interactions lead to conformational changes that mask or disrupt epitopes or otherwise render them cryptic.[68](#pep224067-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#pep224067-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} Similar effects are likely in disordered antigens; indeed, the conformational properties of disordered proteins are uniquely sensitive to modulation by interactions, post‐translational modifications and other mechanisms. As such, antibody recognition of disordered epitopes may be expected to be particularly sensitive to the context in which the antibody is recognized.

An example of this is seen in the masking of conserved epitopes in MSP2. Amongst a panel of monoclonal mouse antibodies raised against recombinant MSP2, all of those targeting variable epitopes also recognized MSP2 on the parasite surface, whereas many antibodies targeting conserved epitopes recognized the parasites weakly or not at all (Figure [2](#pep224067-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).[38](#pep224067-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Together, these data imply that at least some conserved epitopes within MSP2 may be masked by the conformations or interactions adopted by the antigen on the parasite surface.

The structural basis of this masking has recently been characterized in the case of one such epitope. 6D8, a murine monoclonal antibody (mAb) recognizing an epitope in the conserved N‐terminal region binds recombinant MSP2 and epitope‐derived peptides with high affinity, yet it fails to recognize the parasite surface.[38](#pep224067-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} The N‐terminal region of MSP2, including the 6D8 epitope, binds lipids, adopting an amphipathic helical conformation that is expected to be heavily populated in parasite MSP2 given that it is GPI‐anchored to the parasite membrane.[70](#pep224067-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} This helical conformation is incompatible with the conformation that is recognized by 6D8, as revealed by X‐ray crystallography (Figure [3](#pep224067-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A,B).[71](#pep224067-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the 6D8 epitope is lost in recombinant MSP2 when the protein is C‐terminally tethered to lipid vesicles,[71](#pep224067-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} indicating that the N‐terminal interaction with lipid and the accompanying conformational change are sufficient to account for the observed masking of the 6D8 epitope on the parasite surface.

![Interaction of different MSP2‐based conserved regions specific peptides with antibody and lipid. Comparison between A, lipid‐bound N‐terminal MSP2~1--25~ [70](#pep224067-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} and B, 6D8 mAb‐bound MSP2~14--22~ (PDB ID 4QYO);[71](#pep224067-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} key 6D8 paratope residues involved in binding are shown in white. The α‐helical configuration of the lipid‐bound peptide removes the backbone flexibility required for Arg22 to access Tyr16, which provides a structural rationale for 6D8 epitope masking at the parasite membrane. C, Schematic of lipid tethering of C‐terminal region of MSP2 (MSP2~172--221~) where MSP2~172--221~ was synthesized with a C‐terminal His~6~‐tag to immobilize on nickel bound to nickel‐chelating lipid. D, ELISA showing the effects of lipid tethering on the binding of four C‐terminal region‐specific mouse mAbs for MSP2~172--221~.[72](#pep224067-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}](PEP2-110-e24067-g003){#pep224067-fig-0003}

To explore the impact of lipid conjugation on the C‐terminal domain of MSP2, a shorter construct of 50 residues, MSP2~172--221~, consisting of only the conserved C‐terminal region, was generated.[72](#pep224067-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Our NMR data suggest that MSP2~172--221~ is unstructured in solution and that the conformational properties of the C‐terminal region are identical in MSP2~172--221~, 3D7 and FC27 MSP2. NMR studies also indicate that many residues in MSP2~172--221~ interact with lipid, including some in epitopes recognized by C‐terminal region specific monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). In contrast to the N‐terminal region however, there is no indication of stable helical conformation within lipid‐bound MSP2~177--221~.[71](#pep224067-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#pep224067-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Nonetheless, the antigenicity of liposome‐conjugated MSP2~172--221~ and full‐length MSP2 are altered in comparison to the lipid‐free recombinant peptides (Figure [3](#pep224067-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C). Importantly, it also appears that the binding pattern of C‐terminal specific mAbs for liposome‐conjugated antigens (Figure [3](#pep224067-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}D) is consistent with that of the mAbs for parasite lysate. Thus, lipid tethering appears to alter the antigenic state of these MSP2 constructs, rendering it more similar to that of the antigen on the parasite surface. Lipid‐conjugation of MSP2 based vaccines may therefore provide a more effective antibody response.

Similar masking of potentially protective epitopes is seen in the pre‐erythrocytic malaria antigen CSP. Although the repetitive sequences in CSP have long been the focus of vaccine development efforts, recent studies have identified epitopes within the conserved N‐terminal region that appear to contribute to the protective response to CSP in the context of natural immunity and vaccination.[73](#pep224067-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#pep224067-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#pep224067-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} These antibodies act synergistically with antibodies targeting the CSP repeats.[75](#pep224067-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} In the course of parasite development within the mosquito and subsequent migration through the human host to the liver, CSP undergoes proteolytic processing, which is essential for the establishment of a liver‐stage infection. This proteolysis exposes otherwise cryptic epitopes in both the N‐ and C‐terminal regions of CSP, indicating conformational changes that appear to involve long‐range interactions within CSP, which in turn determine the accessibility of some of these N‐terminal epitopes.[74](#pep224067-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#pep224067-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#pep224067-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} The nature of these interactions and the associated conformational changes remain largely obscure. In light of the efficacy of antibodies targeting N‐terminal and possibly also C‐terminal epitopes, it is likely that a better understanding of these interactions will facilitate the design of improved CSP‐based vaccine constructs.

4.3. Interactions outside the defined epitope may modulate the specificity of antibodies targeting disordered antigens {#pep224067-sec-0012}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Disordered proteins typically adopt a well‐defined structure when interacting with binding partners, as described above. Nonetheless, in some cases significant disorder persists in these interactions, giving rise to what are known as "fuzzy interactions."[78](#pep224067-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} It is becoming increasingly clear that these fuzzy interactions modulate the function of disordered proteins in several different ways. In particular, transient interactions involving the disordered regions flanking the structurally defined binding site can modulate the affinity with which disordered proteins are recognized by their binding partners.[79](#pep224067-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} The extent to which such interactions modulate the antibody recognition of disordered antigens remains largely unexplored, but we have recently characterized one example which suggests that such modulation is feasible, and possibly quite general. The mAb 6D8, introduced above, recognizes a conserved epitope near the N‐terminus of MSP2, yet 6D8 binds the two allelic forms of MSP2 with affinities that differ by approximately five fold.[71](#pep224067-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} NMR experiments provide evidence of transient interactions that are not resolved in the crystal structure and which involve variable residues that are distal to the structurally defined epitope. These transient or fuzzy interactions thus appear to modulate the specificity of 6D8, rendering the antibody somewhat strain‐specific in spite of the conserved nature of its epitope.[71](#pep224067-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#pep224067-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} Although the generality of this effect remains to be established, it appears to originate from largely non‐specific interactions that occur, almost inevitably, as a result of the high effective concentration of the disordered regions that immediately flank the structurally defined epitope.[80](#pep224067-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} As such, it is expected that similar fuzzy interactions may contribute to antibody recognition of many disordered antigens.

4.4. Toward a structural vaccinology of disordered antigens {#pep224067-sec-0013}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The conserved C‐terminal region of MSP2 is particularly immunodominant, with a total of five mouse mAbs able to recognize an overlapping epitope spanning MSP2~207--224~.[38](#pep224067-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} As discussed above, antibodies targeting the conserved regions have shown differing ability to recognize parasite MSP2 (Figure [2](#pep224067-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The mAbs 4D11 and 9G8 are able to bind to parasite MSP2 by western blot and immunofluorescence assay (IFA) whilst the mAbs 9H4, 6C9 and 1F7, show significantly weaker signal by IFA and no binding by western blot, despite the five antibodies recognizing overlapping linear epitopes. The close proximity of the C‐terminal region to the parasite surface via its GPI tether may influence the local conformation, making parts of the epitope inaccessible to antibody binding. Understanding the conformation of epitopes bound to antibodies such as 4D11 and 9G8 affords a good platform for further peptide vaccine design. By presenting the immune system with epitopes that are accessible on the parasite surface whilst removing distracting sequences, a more efficient and specific immune response may be elicited.

Recently, the crystal structure of 4D11 Fv bound to its minimal binding epitope MSP2~215--222~, which it also shares with 9G8, was solved at 2.2 Å.[81](#pep224067-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} Upon antibody binding, the 8‐residue peptide epitope was found to adopt a β‐bend ribbon conformation, characterized by consecutive overlapping β‐turns (Figure [4](#pep224067-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). The two β‐turns in the epitope were stabilized by hydrogen bonds involving Asn215‐Asn218 and Glu217‐Gly220, and allowed key interactions of residues Lys216, Glu217, and Asn218 with the 4D11 paratope. This structural information suggests strategies by which stabilized analogues of the epitope could be optimized for use as a peptide vaccine, with a view to guiding the specificity of the antibody response towards 4D11‐like epitopes that are both conserved and accessible on the parasite surface, and thus are more likely to contribute to a broadly protective immune response.

![Murine mAb 4D11 Fv in complex with its cognate 8‐residue epitope (PDB ID 5TBD).[81](#pep224067-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} Intramolecular hydrogen bonds are indicated by green dashed lines. Interactions with 4D11 Fv paratope are shown in black dashed lines](PEP2-110-e24067-g004){#pep224067-fig-0004}

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS {#pep224067-sec-0014}
====================================

Disordered proteins are highly abundant in infectious organisms across all kingdoms of life, and these proteins are *bona fide* targets of antibody responses in the context of natural infection and vaccination.[43](#pep224067-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} In contrast to widely‐held views that disordered antigens will fail to elicit an effective antibody response,[14](#pep224067-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#pep224067-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#pep224067-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#pep224067-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#pep224067-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#pep224067-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#pep224067-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#pep224067-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} it is clear that they play an important role as protective antigens in a range of diseases (Table [3](#pep224067-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Epitopes from disordered antigens are typically short linear epitopes, not the more complex conformational epitopes dominant in ordered antigens. As such, disordered antigens are well suited as targets of peptide vaccines.

Despite the potential promise of this approach, careful consideration must be paid to the context in which target epitopes are recognized by the immune system. The conformational and antigenic properties of disordered antigens can be strongly modulated by their interactions, both in their native parasite context and in any vaccine formulation. Mismatch between the parasite and vaccine context has probably contributed to the failure of a number of peptide‐based vaccine strategies.[82](#pep224067-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} The use of long peptides in a vaccine formulation, potentially incorporating several protective epitopes within their native sequence, may offer one strategy to address this issue.[67](#pep224067-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#pep224067-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Potentially a more effective approach will be to define the structures of disordered peptide epitopes bound to their cognate antibodies, and to use this structural information as a basis for design of peptides in which these structures are stabilized. To this end, the range of available strategies for stabilizing the conformation of synthetic peptides represents a clear advantage to the peptide vaccine approach. Future developments in this area, enabling the stabilization of a wider range of peptide conformations while limiting perturbation of residues essential for antibody binding, will serve to broaden the scope of the strategy further.

It is clear that the targeted vaccine development strategy described here requires a detailed understanding of the functional determinants of immune protection, and of the specific antigens and epitopes responsible for mediating these functions. While this is well understood for some pathogens, for other less studied or immunologically complex pathogens, such information may still be emerging. In this context, new strategies for high‐throughput profiling of immunological responses and identification of correlates of immune protection[84](#pep224067-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} represent a welcome advance that promises to allow peptide‐based vaccine development against diseases for which no effective vaccine currently exists.
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